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BEFORE THE MEMBER ::::::::::: MACT ::::::::::: DHUBRI

MAC Case No.298/2015

Parties:-

Abdul Hoque @ Alsia
S/O: Sapat Ali
VILL: Sindurai Part-I
P.S: Agomani
Dist: Dhubri, Assam 

..Claimant

Vs.

1.The Oriental Insurance Company Limited

Represented by

Branch Manager, Dhubri

P.O., P.S. & Dist: Dhubri, Assam

(Insurer of the Savari No.AS-17/7874)

2.Mantu Saha
S/O: Late Amar Chand Saha
VILL: Kaldoba Part-II
P.S: Agomani
Dist: Dhubri, Assam
(Owner of the Savari No.AS-17/7874)

3.Nirmal Ch. Roy
S/O: Nagen Ch. Roy
VILL: Jhapusabari near Kheniavita
P.S: Agomani
Dist: Dhubri, Assam
(Driver of the Savari No.AS-17/7874) ..Opp.

Parties 

Present: - Sri Rajib Goswami, Member, MACT, Dhubri 

Appearance:-

Sri S.M. Zaker Hossaun, Advocate for the claimant
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Sri H.M. Das, Advocate for OP No.1

Date of hearing    :  06-10-2017

Date of judgment:   27-10-2017

Judgment 

This is an application filed u/s.166 of the M.V. Act, 1988 by

the  claimant,  Abdul  Hoque  @  Alsia  claiming  compensation  for  the

injuries sustained by him in a Road Traffic Accident. 

The claimant’s case in brief is that on 14-04-2008 at about

1-30 PM the claimant was on the board of passenger vehicle No.AS-

17/7874 on his way from Agomani Bazar to Belguri.  Having arrived at

Belguri Part-I on NH-31 the driver of the vehicle stopped the vehicle by

applying hard brake.  The claimant who was sitting by the side of the

door had fallen down from the vehicle.  As a result the claimant had

sustained injuries on his person.  According to the claimant his injuries

are  attributable  to  rash  and  negligent  manner  the  vehicle  he  was

travelling in  as  passenger had been driven.   The claimant  had lost

eight  teeth permanently  for  which  he  had to  undergo treatment  at

GMCH, Guwahati.  He claims Rs. 7,00,000/- in compensation.

OP No.1 and 2,  the insurer and owner of  the offending

vehicle had submitted their respective written statements.  Both inter-

alia denied the contention raised by the claimant.  The answering OP

No.1 further contended that as documents regarding the insured were

not made available to them either by the insured as required u/s 134

(c) of the MV Act or by the I.O. of the criminal case within 30 days of

recording  of  the  FIR  as  required  u/s  158  (6)  of  the  MV  Act,  the

answering O.P. is not aware of any subsisting contract of insurance with

the owner of the offending vehicle as contract of insurance is subject to

compliance of  section  64 VB of  Insurance Act,  proof  of  payment of

premium etc.  Further, the answering OP claims protection u/s 170 of
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the MV Act and the defence of exemption on the proof of breach of

specified conditions of policy envisaged in Section 147 and 149 (2) (a)

(i) of the M.V. Act.  Thus, the answering O.P. is not liable to indemnify

the insured in the payment of compensation to the third party.

Upon above pleadings following issues were framed:

1 Whether  the  accident  had  taken  place  due  to  rash

negligent driving of the vehicle No.AS-17/7874 and the

claimant had sustained injuries in the said accident?
2 Whether the offending vehicle was insured with M/s.

Oriental  Insurance  Company  Limited  at  the  time  of

accident?
3 What shall be the just and proper compensation and

by whom payable?  
4 Whether the claimant is  entitled to get the relief  as

prayed for?

During the course of the enquiry, the claimant examined

himself  and  one  another  witness.   OP  No.1  did  not  adduce  any

evidence. 

I have heard Sri S.M. Zaker Hossaun, learned counsel for

the claimant and Sri H.M. Das, learned counsel for OP No.1. 

I  have  also  carefully  gone  through  the  case  record

including the evidence, both oral and documentary. 

DECISION AND REASONS THEREOF

ISSUE NO. 1 AND 2 :  Both these issues are taken up

together as both these issues are inter-related. 

CW-1, Abdul Hoque the claimant in the case attributed the

cause of accident in which he had sustained injuries to the negligence

to the driver of the vehicle he was travelling in as a passenger.  He

claimed  to  have  lost  eight  permanent  teeth.   According  to  CW-1

following the accident Agomani P.S. Case No.123/15 u/s 279/338 IPC

had been registered and the Charge Sheet had been filed against the
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driver of the offending vehicle No.AS-17/7874.  He had further claimed

that  the  offending  vehicle  was  insured  with  Oriental  Insurance

Company  Limited  vide  policy  No.322301/31/2015/2289  and  the

insurance policy cover had been valid up to 05-06-2015.  He claims Rs.

7,00,000/-  in  compensation for  the injuries  sustained by him in  the

road traffic accident.  PW-1 had exihibited following documents; ext-1,

certified copy of Form No.54, ext-2, certified copy of Injury Report, ext-

3, certified copy of Charge Sheet, ext-4, Discharge Slip of Dhubri Civil

Hospital, ext-5, Advice Slip cum Prescription of Dhubri Civil  Hospital,

ext-6, CT Scan Report of Brain, ext-7, Advice Slips cum Prescriptions,

ext-8,  Requisition  form  for  investigation,  ext-9,  Advice  Slip  cum

Prescription  and  ext-10  to  39  Advice  Slips  and  Cash  Memos  of

Medicines.

In his cross examination CW-1 had claimed that he was

sitting at the seat by the side of the exit door and he had sustained

injuries by falling down from the vehicle.  He denied the suggestion

that he had fallen down from the vehicle due to his negligence.  There

had been other passengers inside the vehicle at the time of the alleged

occurrence and none of them had sustained injuries.  He had received

treatment at Dhubri Civil Hospital for ten days.

CW-2,  Joynab Bibi,  wife of  the injured had corroborated

her husband on all material particulars.

In her cross examination CW-2 denied the suggestion that

her husband had sustained injuries due to his negligence and not due

to the negligence of the vehicle he was travelling in.

Now, ext-1, AIR in form 54, reveals that the claimant had

been  a  passenger  in  a  Savari  vehicle  bearing  registration  No.AS-

17/7874, involved in the accident on 14/4/2015 and has been shown

injured in the accident. The claimant’s evidence indicates that due to

rash and negligent driving of the driver the claimant was thrown off his

seat  and  had  fallen  down  on  the  road  loosing  eight  teeth  in  the

process.  The  OP,  Insurance  Company  has  not  adduced  evidence  in
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rebuttal.  The injury report ext-2 dated 14-04-2015 of the injured, Abdul

Hoque reveals that Abdul Hoque had been admitted in to Dhubri Civil

Hospital on 14-04-2014 and had been discharged on 22-04-2015.  The

injured is reported to have lost eight permanent teeth and the injuries

are reported grievous in nature. The Charge Sheet, ext-3 that had been

filed  against  the  driver  of  the  offending  Savari  vehicle  also  had

attributed  the  cause  of  accident  to  the  negligence  of  the  driver  of

vehicle No.AS-17/7874.  Thus it is established, considering the standard

of  proof  in  an  enquiry  in  a  MAC Case  being  the  preponderance  of

probabilities, that the claimant had sustained injuries due to rash and

negligent manner the vehicle he was travelling in as passenger was

being  driven.   Issue  No.1  is  accordingly  decided  in  favour  of  the

claimant. 

Coming  to  issue  No.2,  ext-1  reveals  that  the  offending

vehicle is a passenger vehicle bearing registration No.AS-17/7874 that

was insured with Oriental Insurance Company Limited, Dhubri Branch,

the  insurance  policy  number  being  322301/31/2015/2289  and  the

insurance policy cover had been valid up to 05-06-2015.  The claimant

as PW-1 in his affidavit also related the above fact.  Considering the

validity of the insurance cover has not been disputed by the OP No.1,

Insurance  Company  by  adducing  evidence  in  rebuttal,  it  is  thus

established  that  the  offending  vehicle  had  been  insured  and  the

validity period of the insurance cover had also covered the day of the

alleged occurrence.  

ISSUE NO. 3 AND 4 :  Both these issues are taken up

together as both these issues aim at the same objective, relief. 

Now, coming to evaluation of just  compensation on the

non-pecuniary head of pain and sufferings I find that the claimant is

reported to have sustained grievous injuries, having lost eight of his

permanent teeth as per ext-2, Injury Report.  Ext-4, discharge slip of

Dhubri  Civil  Hospital  reveals  that  the  claimant  is  reported  to  have

undergone  treatment  as  indoor  patient  for  eight  days.   Thus  I  am
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inclined to allow a sum of  Rs.  25,000/-  since  the claimant  was  not

rendered permanently or partially disabled as a result of the injuries

sustained by him neither he was required to forego his daily activities

relating to his source of livelihood for long. Further the injury report has

also not  indicated future treatment or  continuous  treatment and as

such I am not inclined to allow compensation for loss of income during

treatment. 

Coming  to  allowing  expenditure  claimed  to  have  been

incurred  by  the  injured  on  his  medical  treatment  on  the  pecuniary

head, the claimant had claimed in his evidence that he had spent Rs.

17,105.62/- on the purchase of medicines and on CT Scan of brain and

had produced following cash memos in support of his claim; ext-10 for

Rs. 842/-, ext-11 for Rs. 2,048/-, ext-13 for Rs. 1542/-, ext-24 for Rs.

250/-, ext-26 for Rs. 250/-, ext-27 cash memo for Rs. 471/-, ext-28 for

Rs. 56, ext-29 for Rs. 420/-, ext-30 for Rs. 607/-, ext-31 for Rs. 542/-,

ext-30 for Rs. 382/-, ext-32 for Rs. 1206/-, ext-34 for Rs. 451/-, ext-35

for Rs. 641/-, ext-37 for Rs. 1438/-, ext-38 for Rs. 4641/-, ext-39 cash

memo for Rs. 216/-.  However, the prescriptions accompanying above

cash memos on purchase of medicines do not bear the signature of

issuing doctor.  Thus I am inclined to allow, taking into account number

of  days  the  claimant  was  required  to  undergo  treatment  as  indoor

patient a sum of Rs. 10,000/- on this head.  I hold that the above sum

allowed in compensation to be just compensation.  

  ORDER 

In  the  result,  claim  petition  is  allowed  awarding  Rs.

25,000/- + Rs. 10,000/- = Rs. 35,000/- (Rupees Thirty Five Thousand)

only  to  the  claimant  payable  by  OP  No.1,  M/s  Oriental  Insurance

Company Limited through an account payee cheque.  An interest at the

rate of 9% per annum is allowed on the total compensation from the

date of filing of claim petition i.e. 17-10-2015.

Dictated & corrected by me 
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 Member, MACT, Dhubri. Member, MACT, Dhubri.

APPENDIX 

     MAC No.298/2015

Claimant’s witness : CW-1 Abdul Hoque @ Alsia

  CW-2 Joynob Bibi

 Exhibits 

Ext-1 Certified copy of Form No.54

Ext-2 Certified copy of Injury Report

Ext-3 Certified copy of Charge Sheet

Ext-4 Discharge Slip of Dhubri Civil Hospital

Ext-5 Advice Slip cum Prescription

Ext-6 CT Scan Report of Brain

Ext-7 Advice Slips cum Prescriptions

Ext-8 Requisition form for investigation

Ext-9 Advice Slip cum Prescription

Ext-10 to 39 Advice  Slips  and  Cash  Memos  of

Medicines

   Member: MACT: Dhubri. 
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